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disclaim all warranties, either express or implied, including, but not limited to implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for
a particular purpose, with regard to the SOFTWARE, the accompanying written materials, and any accompanying hardware. You
may have other rights which vary from country to country.
NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall the
company or its suppliers be liable for any damages whatsoever (including without limitation, direct or indirect damages for
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out of the use of this product, even if the company has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In any case, the
company’s and its suppliers’ entire liability shall be limited to the amount actually paid by the owner of the product for the product.
Because some states/jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, the
above limitation may not apply to the user.
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Notation
Information that supplements or clarifies text.
A caution that actions, operation or configuration may
lead to incorrect or improper use of the
hardware/software.
A warning that actions, operation or configuration
may result in regulatory noncompliance, safety
issues or equipment damage.
Italics

Italics are used for unique terminology, part numbers
and for emphasis.

Options → Data

This notation is used for user interface controls and
navigation.

/data/dd_mm_yy_xxx This font is used for file and directory names,
terminal interface input/output, and output in the text
section of the main user interface window.
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Part 1 – Overview
Scope

GeoSLAM Hub is a bespoke software designed for processing the raw data collected with the
GeoSLAM ZEB family of laser scanners.




ZEB Revo.
ZEB Revo RT.
ZEB Horizon.

Part 2 – Software Installation of this guide covers installation and licensing of the software
package. How-To Topics are provided in Part 3 – User Workflows with Reference Topics
including the Program Interface provided in Part 4 – Program Interface. Specific instruction
for viewing and annotating data in GeoSLAM Viewer are given in Part 5 – GeoSLAM Viewer.

Further Help and Information

In the event of a problem that cannot be resolved using the information supplied, please
contact GeoSLAM. You can also gain assistance through the support page on our website:
https://geoslam.com/support/
For further assistance, contact the GeoSLAM Technical Support by telephone or email. Our
Customer Support personnel will discuss your situation, determine the cause of problem and
provide the appropriate technical assistance.
Contact GeoSLAM by any of the following methods:




Phone: +44 (0) 1157 270740 (all countries)
Phone: +1-833-444-7907 (US & Canada)
Email: support@geoslam.com
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Part 2 – Software Installation and License Activation
Software Installation

This section provides instructions on how to install the Hub + Draw software bundle from
GeoSLAM. It is valid for GeoSLAM Hub versions 6.0 and later. The software bundle can be
obtained either from the USB flash drive supplied with the product or as a download directly
from the GeoSLAM website. The software bundle comprises:


1 USB flash drive, containing;
o GeoSLAM Hub + Draw Installation file - GeoSLAM-Hub+Draw-6.1.exe
o Test data.
o User guide.
o Quick start guide.
o Operation video demonstration.
o Warranty, including activation certificate.

System requirements

GeoSLAM Hub software will install and operate on PCs capable of running the operating
systems listed below.


Windows 10 (32 & 64-bit)

The latest service packs should also be installed for the operating system.

Minimum








Windows 10
i7 6th Generation
AMD Ryzen 7 (1700X)
Integrated Graphics
16GB RAM
30GB free space
SSD

Recommended








Windows 10
i7, i9 8th Generation or greater (higher clock speed)
AMD Ryzen 7 (2700X)
NVIDIA GTX 1060
32GB RAM
30GB free space
SSD
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Installing GeoSLAM Hub and Draw
Running the installer

1. From either the USB flash drive or from the directory to where the installer was
downloaded, run the GeoSLAM-Hub+Draw-6.1.exe and follow the installation
instruction prompts.
2. Select -> Yes at the User Account Controls popup if applicable.
3. Select -> Next to start the installation (Figure 1).

Figure 1. GeoSLAM Hub bundle installation dialog.

4. Check -> Select components to install from the Choose Components dialog (Figure
2).
a. GeoSLAM Hub.
b. GeoSLAM Draw.

Figure 2. Choose Components dialog.
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5. Select -> Install to begin the installation or Cancel to stop the installation.
6. The software will begin the installation of selected components of GeoSLAM Hub.

Figure 3. Hub installation.

7. When the Hub installation is complete, if selected the installation of GeoSLAM Draw
will start.
8. Select -> installation language from the Select Setup Language dialog (Figure 4).
Users have the option to choose:
a. English
b. German
c. Spanish
d. French
e. Russian
9. Select -> OK to continue.

Figure 4. Setup Language dialog.

10. Check-> I accept the agreement from the License Agreement dialog (Figure 5).
11. Select -> Next to continue.
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Note: Selecting I do not accept the agreement will prompt the user to cancel the
installation.

Figure 5. License Agreement dialog.

12. Select -> Next at the Select Destination Location dialog (Figure 6) to use the default
installation directory, or
13. Select- > Browse to manually select another directory.

Figure 6. Select Destination Location folder selection dialog.

14. Check -> Select components from the Select Components dialog (Figure 7).
a. GeoSLAM Draw.
b. Faro SDK.
15. Select -> Next to continue.
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Figure 7. Select Component dialog for GeoSLAM Draw.

16. Select -> Install from the Setup – GeoSLAM Draw dialog (Figure 8) to begin the
installation or Select -> Back to return to the previous screen and change the
installation components.

Figure 8. Setup - GeoSLAM Draw confirmation dialog.

17. Select -> Finish from the Setup dialog (Figure 9) when the installation is complete.
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Figure 9. Setup completion confirmation dialog.

18. Once, GeoSLAM Draw is installed the user will be returned to the GeoSLAM Hub
Bundle installation dialog (Figure 10).
19. Select -> Next to continue.

Figure 10. Installation Completion dialog.

20. Check -> Start GeoSLAM Hub (Figure 11) to automatically start Hub and then Select
-> Finish to continue.
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Figure 11. GeoSLAM Hub setup completion dialog.

Uninstalling GeoSLAM Hub

It is not required to uninstall previous versions of GeoSLAM Hub in order to upgrade to the
latest version.
If you wish to remove GeoSLAM Hub, this can be done through Control Panel > Programs >
Programs and Features. After selecting to uninstall GeoSLAM Hub you will be prompted to
confirm. It will then remove all files and applications for GeoSLAM Hub.

License Activation

A simple user interface is provided within GeoSLAM Hub software to facilitate user activation
with their Flexera licence.

GeoSLAM Hub is protected using Flexera software-based copy protection and
licensing. A single licence key is provided with each system unless further seats
or licenses are purchased. The licence key can either be activated directly via
the internet or using a manual activation for offline computers.

Online Activation

This process is only applicable for PCs with an internet connection. This connection can be a
temporary connection in order to communicate with the licensing database. Once, the
software is activated the software does not need to maintain this connection and the internet
connection can be disabled.

To complete Online Activation:
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1. Open -> GeoSLAM Hub
2. Select -> STATUS menu to display the software Status window (Figure 12).
3. Select -> Install License. This will open the license Activation form (Figure 13).

Figure 12. Status window.

4. From the Activation Form:
a. Enter -> Activation Code -> software activation code. This code can be found
on the software certificate that is stored on the USB flash drive supplied with
the product.
b. Enter -> Company -> user company name.
c. Enter -> First Name -> First name of contact at company.
d. Enter -> Last Name -> Last name of contact at company.
e. Enter -> Email -> email address for the primary contact at the company.
f. Select -> Country -> from the dropdown list select the country where the
company is located.
g. Select -> Primary Usage -> from the dropdown list select the primary usage of
the product:
i. Survey
ii. Construction
iii. Engineering
iv. Facilities Management
v. Other
h. Select -> Please click here to read out data protection policy to review
GeoSLAM’s data protection policy.
i. Check -> Contact me about marketing, product and company updates to
confirm that the user wishes to receive further communications from
GeoSLAM.
5. Select -> PROCEED to continue.
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Figure 13. GeoSLAM Hub license Activation Form.

6. If a valid activation code has been entered, then the license type, activation code will
be displayed (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Status window following a successful activation.

Offline Activation
For more information and detailed instruction for offline activation please contact
support@geoslam.com.
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Part 3 – User Workflows

This section describes common workflows in the software. These are divided into basic and
advanced workflows.



Basic Workflow.
Advanced Workflows:
o Colourising.
o Merging.

Basic Workflow

Processing Zeb Revo and Horizon data and exporting the pointcloud.

This workflow describes the steps necessary when processing a new dataset from the ZEB
Revo and ZEB Horizon and then exporting the data.

1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

Figure 15. Basic Workflow: Creating a new Project and using manual data processing
to create a report.

Step 1 – Folder Setup
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Select -> Advanced options -> Data Folder -> SET FOLDER. This will open the
Set the GeoSLAM HUB dataset folder dialog.
2. Select -> … (browse). This will open a Windows Explorer dialog.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> OK, to continue. This will open the Confirm New Dataset Folder dialog
(Figure 47).
5. Select -> Confirm and Restart, to continue.

Step 2 – Data Import and Processing
1. Folder
Setup

Version 1.1
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4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Copy the raw data file(s) from the data logger and place them onto a USB flash drive
following the instructions in the product hardware guide.
2. Select -> *.geoslam file(s) to process in the Windows Explorer window.
3. To import the file(s) either:
a. Drag -> *.geoslam file(s) -> GeoSLAM Hub -> Drag datasets here to process,
or
b. Double-Click -> Drag datasets here to process. This will open a Windows
file browser.
i. Browse to the required file(s).
ii. Select -> File(s) to import.
iii. Select -> Open to continue.
4. Data processing will begin automatically. Processing steps are:
a. Data file(s) imported into the processing directory.
b. A processing subdirectory based on the file name is created where all
processed data is stored.
c. Data is identified (ZEB Revo, Revo RT, Horizon).
d. Data processing begins (Local and Global processing) using the current
processing parameters.
e. Processed data is saved.
f. Viewer data is generated.
g. Floors are automatically identified.

Step 3 – Viewing the Results
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Select -> View. This will open GS View.
2. Pointclouds can be coloured by:
a. RGB (if video information has been added)
b. Intensity (for ZEB Horizon data only)
c. Intensity gradient (for ZEB Horizon data only)
d. Elevation (relative to data origin)
e. Single colour.
3. Analyse the data to identify artefacts in the point cloud.
a. Rotate -> Holding down the left mouse button and dragging will rotate the
comparison scan.
b. Pan View -> Holding down the right mouse button will pan the view.
c. Zoom View -> Mouse Wheel Fwd and Rev.
d. Change Rotation Pivot Point -> Double-Click.
e. Bounding Box –> Double-Click black bounding box.
4. If errors are seen in the data proceed to Step 4, otherwise proceed to Step 5.
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Step 4 – Reprocessing
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options.
2. Scroll -> Local.
3. Users have the option to alter:
a. Convergence threshold.
b. Window size.
c. Voxel density.
d. Rigidity
e. Maximum Range (Metres).
f. Modify Bounding Box.
g. Large Range Filter Slope
h. Prioritise laser constraints.
i. End processing early.
4. Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is complete.
6. Select -> View to open GS View. Analyse the data to determine the effect of altering
the processing parameters.
7. Repeat these steps until either the issue is resolved or until no further improvements
can be made.

Step 5 – Pointcloud Data Export
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Pointclouds. This will open the Export Pointcloud
dialog.
a. Select -> Format -> select file format from the dropdown menu.
b. Input ->
i. % of Points, and / or
ii. SP Dec (mm).
c. Input -> Point Colour.
d. Input -> Timestamp.
e. Check -> Smooth, if required.
2. Select -> ADD, to set the output parameters. The chosen parameters will be displayed
in the dialog.
3. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
4. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
5. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
Version 1.1
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6. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Advanced Workflow 1

Colouring Zeb Revo and Horizon data and exporting the pointcloud.
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

Step 1 – Folder Setup
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

1. Select -> Advanced options -> Data Folder -> SET FOLDER. This will open the
Set the GeoSLAM HUB dataset folder dialog.
2. Select -> … (browse). This will open a Windows Explorer dialog.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> OK, to continue. This will open the Confirm New Dataset Folder dialog
(Figure 47).
5. Select -> Confirm and Restart, to continue.

Step 2 – Data Import and Processing
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export
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4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

1. Copy the raw data file(s) from the data logger and place them onto a USB flash drive
following the instructions in the product hardware guide.
2. Select -> *.geoslam file(s) to process in the Windows Explorer window.
3. To import the file(s) either:
a. Drag -> *.geoslam file(s) -> GeoSLAM Hub -> Drag datasets here to process,
or
b. Double-Click -> Drag datasets here to process. This will open a Windows
file browser.
i. Browse to the required file(s).
ii. Select -> File(s) to import.
iii. Select -> Open to continue.
4. Data processing will begin automatically. Processing steps are:
a. Data file(s) imported into the processing directory.
b. A processing subdirectory based on the file name is created where all
processed data is stored.
c. Data is identified (ZEB Revo, Revo RT, Horizon).
d. Data processing begins (Local and Global processing) using the current
processing parameters.
e. Processed data is saved.
f. Viewer data is generated.
g. Floors are automatically identified.

Step 3 – Viewing the Results
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

1. Select -> View. This will open GS View.
2. Pointclouds can be coloured by:
a. RGB (if video information has been added)
b. Intensity (for ZEB Horizon data)
c. Intensity gradient (for ZEB Horizon data only)
d. Elevation (relative to data origin)
e. Single colour.
3. Analyse the data to identify artefacts in the point cloud.
a. Rotate -> Holding down the left mouse button and dragging will rotate the
comparison scan.
b. Pan View -> Holding down the right mouse button will pan the view.
c. Zoom View -> Mouse Wheel Fwd and Rev.
d. Change Rotation Pivot Point -> Double-Click.
e. Bounding Box –> Double-Click black bounding box.
4. If errors are seen in the data proceed to Step 4, otherwise proceed to Step 5.
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Step 4 – Reprocessing
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

1. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options.
2. Scroll -> Local.
3. Users have the option to alter:
a. Convergence threshold.
b. Window size.
c. Voxel density.
d. Rigidity
e. Maximum Range (Metres).
f. Modify Bounding Box.
g. Large Range Filter Slope
h. Prioritise laser constraints.
i. End processing early.
4. Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is complete.
6. Select -> View to open GS View. Analyse the data to determine the effect of altering
the processing parameters.
7. Repeat these steps until either the issue is resolved or until no further improvements
can be made.

Step 5 – Import Video
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

1.
2.
3.
4.

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

Select -> Other -> Add Video. This will open the Add Video dialog.
Select -> CHOOSE VIDEO and browse to the folder containing the raw video file.
Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
Processing will automatically start.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Data file is copied to the processing directory.
Data file imported into the dataset.
Colourisation processing.
Save colourised pointcloud file
Save individual frames as image files in a newly created \thumbnails folder in
the processing directory.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Step 6 – View Results
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

4. Reprocessing

5. Import
Video

1. Select -> View. This will open GS View.
2. Select -> Point Colour -> RGB.

Step 7 – Pointcloud Data Export
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

6. View
Results

7. Pointcloud
Data Export

3. Viewing the
Results

1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Pointclouds. This will open the Export Pointcloud
dialog.
a. Select -> Format -> select file format from the dropdown menu.
b. Input ->
i. % of Points, and / or
ii. SP Dec (mm).
c. Input -> Point Colour.
d. Input -> Timestamp.
e. Check -> Smooth, if required.
2. Select -> ADD, to set the output parameters. The chosen parameters will be displayed
in the dialog.
3. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
4. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
5. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
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6. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Advanced Workflow 2

Aligning Zeb Revo and Zeb Horizon datasets.
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

Step 1 – Folder Setup
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

1. Select -> Advanced options -> Data Folder -> SET FOLDER. This will open the
Set the GeoSLAM HUB dataset folder dialog.
2. Select -> … (browse). This will open a Windows Explorer dialog.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> OK, to continue. This will open the Confirm New Dataset Folder dialog
(Figure 47).
5. Select -> Confirm and Restart, to continue.

Step 2 – Data Import and Processing
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

1. Copy the raw data file(s) from the data logger and place them onto a USB flash drive
following the instructions in the product hardware guide.
2. Select -> *.geoslam file(s) to process in the Windows Explorer window.
3. To import the file(s) either:
a. Drag -> *.geoslam file(s) -> GeoSLAM Hub -> Drag datasets here to process,
or
b. Double-Click -> Drag datasets here to process. This will open a Windows
file browser.
i. Browse to the required file(s).
ii. Select -> File(s) to import.
iii. Select -> Open to continue.
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4. Data processing will begin automatically. Processing steps are:
a. Data file(s) imported into the processing directory.
b. A processing subdirectory based on the file name is created where all
processed data is stored.
c. Data is identified (ZEB Revo, Revo RT, Horizon).
d. Data processing begins (Local and Global processing) using the current
processing parameters.
e. Processed data is saved.
f. Viewer data is generated.
g. Floors are automatically identified.

Step 3 – Viewing the Results
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

1. Select -> View. This will open GS View.
2. Pointclouds can be coloured by:
a. RGB (if video information has been added)
b. Intensity (for ZEB Horizon data)
c. Intensity gradient (for ZEB Horizon data only)
d. Elevation (relative to data origin)
e. Single colour.
3. Analyse the data to identify artefacts in the point cloud.
a. Rotate -> Holding down the left mouse button and dragging will rotate the
comparison scan.
b. Pan View -> Holding down the right mouse button will pan the view.
c. Zoom View -> Mouse Wheel Fwd and Rev.
d. Change Rotation Pivot Point -> Double-Click.
e. Bounding Box –> Double-Click black bounding box.
4. If errors are seen in the data proceed to Step 4, otherwise proceed to Step 5.

Step 4 – Reprocessing
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

1. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options.
2. Scroll -> Local.
3. Users have the option to alter:
a. Convergence threshold.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

b. Window size.
c. Voxel density.
d. Rigidity
e. Maximum Range (Metres).
f. Modify Bounding Box.
g. Large Range Filter Slope
h. Prioritise laser constraints.
i. End processing early.
Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is complete.
Select -> View to open GS View. Analyse the data to determine the effect of altering
the processing parameters.
Repeat these steps until either the issue is resolved or until no further improvements
can be made.

Step 5 – Data Alignment
1. Folder
Setup

2. Data
Import and
Processing

3. Viewing the
Results

4. Reprocessing

5. Data
Alignment

Select -> Merge.
Check -> Dataset of the dataset 1
Check -> Dataset of the dataset 2.
Select -> Start Merge to start the aligning process and open the aligning interface.
Manual Coarse Scan Alignment.
a. Select -> Scan, to select the comparison scan.
b. Select -> Top view.
c. Select -> Complexity -> scan dependent (typically 50%).
d. Select -> Choose file, to open a Windows Explorer dialog and browse to the
directory to save the aligned data files.
i. Select -> Select Folder, to set the output folder.
e. Left-Click and Hold -> to rotate the comparison scan and align it with the
reference scan.
f. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
g. Select -> Front view.
h. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
i. Select -> Side view.
j. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
k. Repeat these steps until the scans are as closely aligned as possible.
6. Automatic Fine Scan Alignment.
l. Select -> Start Merge, to start the fine alignment process. The alignment
interface window will close, and the alignment process will automatically start
(Figure 25).
7. When the merge process is complete, the newly created output files are automatically
stored in the selected output directory.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Part 4 – Program Interface

GeoSLAM Hub is a bespoke software designed for processing the raw data collected with the
GeoSLAM Revo family of laser scanners.





ZEB Revo.
ZEB Revo RT.
ZEB Horizon.
ZEB Pano

File Formats

GeoSLAM Hub only support the import of GeoSLAM proprietary data format (*.geoslam).
Video data recorded on the ZEB Cam are recorded in the MP4 video format.

Data type
Input data format
Input camera data format
Laser

Output data format

Trajectory
Video
Video Stills

Format
. geoslam
.mp4
E57, LAS,
LAZ, PLY,
TXT
TXT, PLY
MP4
PNG, JPG,
BMP
TXT

Format type
Binary
Binary
Binary, Ascii
Ascii, Binary
Binary

Annotations
Reference
TXT
Points
Processed
GeoSLAM
geoslam
file
Table 1. File formats used by GeoSLAM Hub.

Binary
Ascii
Ascii
Binary

Program Window

Opening the program will display the main screen (Figure 16). The main window is divided
into 3 areas:
1. Menu bar.
2. Main interface window.
3. Program status bar.

Details of these distinct areas is given in Table 2. Detailed descriptions for each of the 3
panels are described below.
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Figure 16. Main GeoSLAM Hub screen with no data loaded.

Figure 17. Main GeoSLAM Hub screen with a dataset loaded.

Number
1
2
3

Version 1.1

Item

Description
Allows the user to select between the DATA, CONFIG
Menu bar
and STATUS tabs.
Main Interface
Displays the interface for the tab selected in the menu
Window
bar.
Provides program status information including, internet
Status Bar
connectivity, interface notification logs and software
version identification.
Table 2. Program Interface components.
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Panel 1 – Menu bar

The menu bar provides the user with the ability to select which tab to display in the main
interface window. It comprises:




DATA -> Provides the user with access to the primary interface area where preprocessed and processed data sets are catalogued.
CONFIG -> Provides the user with access to the Support Tools and Advanced Setup
options.
STATUS -> Provides the user with access to the Licensing tools.

Panel 2 – Main Interface Window
DATA tab

Selecting the DATA tab will display the primary interface window for the software where the
user will be able to interact with capture data sets. When the software is first loaded the
DATA tab will be displayed (Figure 18).

Figure 18. DATA tab with no data loaded.

Importing and Processing Data

The ZEB family of scanners generates a single output file containing all information required
for processing the laser scanner data. The filename format is given by:



yyyy-mm-dd_hh-mm-ss.geoslam (Revo RT and Horizon)
yyyy-mm-dd_hh-mm-ss.zip (Standard Revo)

This file must be imported into GeoSLAM HUB to provide full access to the available data.
GeoSLAM HUB has range of tools for post processing and reprocessing ZEB data sets.
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To combine ZEB REVO and ZEB Horizon data with ZEB-Cam data it is first
necessary to import the ZEB data into GeoSLAM HUB and then use the Add Video
function. For ZEB REVO RT data you must reprocess the data for the Add Video
function to appear.
To import ZEB data into GeoSLAM Hub:
5. Copy the raw data file(s) from the data logger and place them onto a USB flash drive
following the instructions in the product hardware guide.

The user has the option to select any directory on the computer to be used for
processing. The path to this folder must be set via the Config -> Advanced options
-> Data Folder -> Set Folder dialog.
6. Select -> *.geoslam file(s) to process in the Windows Explorer window.
7. To import the file(s) either:
a. Drag -> *.geoslam file(s) -> GeoSLAM Hub -> Drag datasets here to process
(Figure 19), or
b. Double-Click -> Drag datasets here to process. This will open a Windows
file browser.
i. Browse to the required file(s).
ii. Select -> File(s) to import.
iii. Select -> Open to continue.

Figure 19. Drag datasets to the GeoSLAM Hub Data window to automatically begin
processing.

8. Data processing will begin automatically (Figure 20). Processing steps are:
a. Data file(s) imported into the processing directory.
b. A processing subdirectory based on the file name is created where all
processed data is stored.
c. Data is identified (ZEB Revo, Revo RT, Horizon).
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d. Data processing begins (Local and Global processing) using the current
processing parameters.
e. Processed data is saved.
f. Viewer data is generated.
g. Floors are automatically identified.

Figure 20. Active data processing.

Post Processed Options

When processing is complete, and no errors have occurred during the processing steps, then
the data interface will display the processed dataset in addition to a series of further options.

Figure 21. Data window showing a processed dataset.

For multiple data, datasets can be sorted by:
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Last Modified
o Oldest modified first.
o Recently modified first.
Name
o A -> Z.
o Z -> A.

Additionally, if multiple datasets have been processed, users have the ability to merge the
datasets. Post-processing functions are described in Table 3.

Icon

Function

Description

Merge

Align multiple datasets.

Export

Export the processed pointcloud data.

View

Open the GeoSLAM Viewer.

Draw

Open the dataset in GeoSLAM Draw.
Rename the dataset
Delete the dataset
Reprocess the dataset.
Add video to the project and colourise
the dataset.
Add panoramic images. This function
is only available to ZEB Pano users.
Detailed workflow is provided in the
ZEB Pano guide.
Adjust to Control Points option enables
Rigid transformation and None Rigid
Adjustment to processed dataset.
Detailed workflow is provided in Adjust
to Control User Guide.

Other

Table 3. Additional Functionality for processed datasets.

Merge

When scanning with any GeoSLAM scanner, it is recommended to limit each scan to a
maximum time duration of 20 minutes. If large areas are to be scanned, it is recommended
that a number of shorter scans are acquired, and each dataset is then aligned in GeoSLAM
Hub.
The aligning process is a two-step process.
1. Rigid manual alignment of the scans.
2. Automatic fine alignment of the scans using a SLAM solution.

To align datasets:
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8. Import and process the datasets to be aligned.
9. Select -> Merge (Figure 22).
10. Check -> Dataset of the dataset 1 (Figure 23).
11. Check -> Dataset of the dataset 2 (Figure 23).
12. Select -> Start Merge (Figure 23,) to start the aligning process and open the aligning
interface (Figure 24).

There is no limit on the number of datasets that can be merged However, it is
recommended that only 2 datasets are aligned at one time.

Figure 22. Aligning datasets.

Figure 23. Selecting datasets to align.
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Figure 24. Align data interface.

A details description of the align interface is given in Table 4.

Number

Item

1

Comparison
scan selector

2

Display view

3

Point
complexity

4
5

6

7
8

Version 1.1

Output folder
selection
Merge
Control
Summary

Description
This dialog allows the user to select which scan will be used as
the comparison scan that will be aligned to match the reference
scan.
This option allows the user to change the data view. Options
are:
 Top
 Front
 Side
This option allows the user to reduce the number of points
displayed in the viewer. Options are:
 100%
 75%
 50%
 25%
 10%
The user has the ability to choose an output folder to where the
newly aligned data files are stored.
Start the alignment process.
Rotate -> Holding down the left mouse button and dragging,
will rotate the comparison scan.
Translation -> Holding down the right button and dragging, will
translate the comparison scan position in space.
Pan View -> Holding down the middle button will pan the view.
Zoom View -> Mouse Wheel Fwd and Rev.

Comparison
Coloured Red.
scan
Reference
Coloured Yellow.
scan
Table 4. Details of the data alignment interface.
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13. Manual Coarse Scan Alignment.
a. Select -> Scan, to select the comparison scan.
b. Select -> Top view.
c. Select -> Complexity -> scan dependent (typically 50%).
d. Select -> Choose file, to open a Windows Explorer dialog and browse to the
directory to save the aligned data files.
i. Select -> Select Folder, to set the output folder.
e. Left-Click and Hold -> to rotate the comparison scan and align it with the
reference scan.
f. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
g. Select -> Front view.
h. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
i. Select -> Side view.
j. Right-Click and Hold -> to move and fine align the scans.
k. Repeat these steps until the scans are as closely aligned as possible.
14. Automatic Fine Scan Alignment.
a. Select -> Start Merge, to start the fine alignment process. The alignment
interface window will close, and the alignment process will automatically start
(Figure 25).
15. When the merge process is complete, the newly created output files are automatically
stored in the selected output directory.

Data alignment will always create separate files which are rotated in space.
The alignment process does NOT produce a single output file.

Figure 25. Automatic fine scan alignment processing.

Export

After processing a dataset in GeoSLAM Hub, the user has the ability to save the resulting
pointcloud data and other ancillary files created during post-processing in multiple formats and
with different options. File export options are detailed in Table 5.
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Function

Parameter
Pointclouds
Trajectories
Video

Export

Video Stills
Annotations
Reference
Points
GeoSLAM File

Description
Output pointcloud data to E57, LAS, LAZ, PLY or TXT
formats.
Output pointcloud data to TXT or PLY formats.
Output video to MP4 format.
This option is only available if ZEB-Cam was used and Add
Video option used.
Output video stills to PNG, JPG and BMP formats.
This option is only available if ZEB-Cam was used and Add
Video option used.
Outputs user added annotations and position created in
GeoSLAM Viewer to TXT format file.
Available if system recorded a Reference Point during data
capture
Export out the .geoslam file associated with this scan.
Table 5. Export Functions.

Export – Pointclouds
This option provides the user with the ability to export the processed pointcloud data to generic
data formats for use with secondary data analysis software packages.
To export data:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Pointclouds. This will open the Export Pointcloud
dialog (Figure 26).
a. Select -> Format -> select file format from the dropdown menu.
b. Input ->
i. % of Points, and / or
ii. SP Dec (mm).
c. Input -> Point Colour.
d. Input -> Timestamp.
e. Check -> Smooth, if required.
2. Select -> ADD, to set the output parameters. The chosen parameters will be displayed
in the dialog (Figure 27).

A detailed description of the export parameters is provided in Table 6.
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Figure 26. Configuring pointcloud export parameters.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 27. Select the output directory and export.
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Option
File Format

% of points
Spatial
decimation
Point Colour

Timestamp

Smooth
Include normals

Version 1.1

Description

E57
LAS
LAZ
PLY
TXT (ASCII)
Enter percentage of points to be output. Enter 100% to output all
points.
Enter a value in millimetres to spatially decimate the output. Groups
of points within this distance are averaged into a single point resulting
in a more consistent and smoother point cloud. Leave blank for no
spatial decimation.
Writes a colour value (RGB 0-255) for each point. Select from:
Time
Colour by time, scale from red (start) to blue (end).
Height
Single colour gradient.
Coloured by intensity values displayed as ambient
Shaded
occlusion grey scale.
SLAM
Colour scale of SLAM condition. Blue= good, red=
Condition
poor.
Flat surfaces are coloured pink, non-flat surfaces
Shape
coloured blue to green.
Requires optional ZEB-CAM accessory. Points that
are observed by the ZEB-CAM are coloured from
ZEB CAM
ZEB-CAM data. Unobserved points are not
included in the output file.
Requires optional ZEB-CAM accessory. Points that
ZEB CAM
are observed by the ZEB-CAM are coloured from
Shaded
ZEB-CAM data. Unobserved points are coloured by
ambient occlusion grey scale (shaded).
None
No colour value is written.
Select from:
World
Unix timestamp when the data captured.
Scan time
Time since start of the scan.
None
No time stamp
Once checked, the algorithm reduces planar noise by analysing the
shape of the object and the neighbouring points together with their
normals. It doesn’t discard any points during this process. It is run
with multiple iterations.
Check the checkbox to include point normal in the output file (this
option is not supported in LAS and LAZ formats).
Table 6. Export Pointcloud Options.
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File Naming Conventions
Exported pointclouds are saved in the selected directory and assigned a filename that is
defined by the configuration of the file as defined in Table 7.

Option
% of points
Spatial
Decimation
Point colour

Descriptor
_Xpct
_XXmm
_time
_height
_shaded
_slamcondition
_shape
_zebcam
_zebcamshaded

Timestamp
_world
_scan
Smooth
Point Normals

_smoothing

Description
Where X is the percentage of points selected.
Where XX is the spatial decimation selected.
Omitted if no spatial decimation selected.
Coloured by time.
Coloured by height.
Coloured by shade (ambient occlusion).
Coloured by SLAM condition.
Coloured by shape.
Coloured by ZEB-CAM (RGB).
Coloured by ZEB-CAM +shade.
Omitted is set to None
Time in World timestamp, in UNIX time, seconds
from 1st January 1970.
Time in local Scan timestamp.
Omitted if None selected.
If smoothing algorithm used
Omitted if Smooth option not in use.

If Point Normals selected in e57, PLY and TXT
formats
Omitted if Point Normals not selected.
Table 7. Pointcloud filename conventions.

_normals

Export – Trajectories
This option provides the user with the ability to export the processed trajectory to a separate
data file.
To export trajectory data:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Trajectories. This will open the Export Trajectories
dialog (Figure 28).
a. Check -> txt with quaternions, to output TXT file, and/or
b. Check -> ply coloured by time, to export a PLY file coloured by time.
2. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.
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Figure 28. Export Trajectories dialog.

File Naming Conventions
Exported trajectories are saved in the selected directory and assigned a filename that is
defined by the configuration of the file as defined in Table 8.

Option
txt with
quaternions

Descriptor
_results_traj.txt

Ply coloured
by time

_results_traj_time.ply

Description
Column: Descriptor:
Description:
1
Time
Time in UNIX time
2
X
Scanner X coordinate
in meters relative to
the scan origin
3
Y
Scanner Y coordinate
in meters relative to
the scan origin
4
Z
Scanner Z coordinate
in meters relative to
the scan origin
5
q0
Orientation
quaternion
6
q1
Orientation
quaternion
7
q2
Orientation
quaternion
8
q3
Orientation
quaternion

Table 8. Trajectory filename conventions.

Export – Video
This option provides the user with the ability to export the video that has previously been added
to a dataset.
To export video:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Video. This will open the Export Video dialog (Figure
29).
2. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
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4. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 29. Export Video Dialog.

Export Video Stills
This option provides the user with the ability to export individual images created from the video
that has previously been added to a dataset.
To export video stills:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Video Stills. This will open the Export Video Stills
dialog (Figure 30).
2. Confirm -> Video Information parameters.
3. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
4. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
5. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
6. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 30. Export Video Stills dialog.

The video information parameters are described in Table 9.
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Option
Image Resolution
Correct Distortion
Frames to skip
Filename prefix
Filename suffix
File formats

Description
Select the required output file pixel resolution.
Applies a correction to allow for the distortion in the image due to
the camera lens.
Allows the users the ability to only output every nth image from the
video.
Select 0 to output every frame.
Allows the user the ability to add a unique prefix to the output
filenames.
If left blank, no prefix will be added.
Allows the user the ability to add a unique suffix to the output
filenames.
If left blank, no suffix will be added.
Selects the output image file format (PNG, JPG, BMP)
Table 9. Video Parameter options.

Export Annotations
The GeoSLAM Viewer provides the user with the ability to add annotations to the scan data.
The user can then export those annotation to a file (ascii *.txt format) that includes both the
annotation text and the coordinates to which the annotation refers.
To export annotations:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Annotations. This will open the Export Annotations
dialog (Figure 31).
2. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 31. Export Annotations dialog.

Export Reference Points
If the system has recorded a Reference Point during the data capture it will be then available
to export into a file (ascii *.txt format) with exact coordinates of each point relative to the scan
origin, time stamp and the time spent stationary on the Reference Point.
To export reference points:
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1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> Reference Points. This will open the Export
Reference Points dialog (Figure 32).
2. Check -> with reference base offset, to apply an offset to the data to correct for the
height of the reference base.
3. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
4. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
5. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
6. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 32. Export Reference Points dialog.

Export GeoSLAM file
This option allows the user to export the processed .geoslam file to be shared other users.
This allows secondary users to view the pointcloud in GeoSLAM Hub even if they do not have
a license. GeoSLAM Hub can act as a free viewer for GeoSLAM data in this way.
To export the geoslam file:
1. Select -> Dataset -> Export -> GeoSLAM file. This will open the Export GeoSLAM
file dialog (Figure 33).
2. Select -> CHOOSE FOLDER LOCATION and browse to the output data folder.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> EXPORT, to begin the data export.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.

Figure 33. Export GeoSLAM file dialog.
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View

GeoSLAM Hub has a built -in data viewer which can be used to visualise processed pointcloud
data and imagery and allow users to add annotations.
To open GS View:
3. Select -> View. This will open GS View (Figure 34).
4. Pointclouds can be coloured by:
a. RGB (if video information has been added)
b. Intensity (for ZEB Horizon data)
c. Intensity gradient (for ZEB Horizon data only)
d. Elevation (relative to data origin)
e. Single colour.

Additionally, video stills can be displayed if available by selecting them from the trajectory in
the viewer.

Figure 34. GS View is used for visualising and annotating processed pointcloud and
imagery data.

Specific information relating to GS View is detailed in Part 5 – GeoSLAM Viewer.

Draw

GeoSLAM Draw is the entry-level solution for the efficient processing of point clouds to create
detailed 2D ground plans and façade views. It contains practical functions for measurement,
simple web export, alignment and registration tools which makes it easy to interrogate, edit,
change you point cloud data and to translate it to BIM.
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To start GeoSLAM Draw:
1. Select -> Draw.
2. If no GeoSLAM Draw project has previously been created, the user will be prompted
to create a new project (Figure 35).

Figure 35. GeoSLAM Draw project creation dialog.

3. Select -> Yes, to continue.
4. The user will then be prompted to confirm the pointcloud data to load into the
GeoSLAM Draw project.
5. Select -> user defined pointcloud data file from the dropdown box.
6. Select -> Submit to start the GeoSLAM Draw project creation.
7. GeoSLAM Draw will automatically open (Figure 36) and display:
a. a 2D plan view.
b. a 2D front view.
c. a 2D left view.

Figure 36. GeoSLAM Draw interface.

It is recommended to use the default results.laz when prompted to choose a
pointcloud.
Details of workflow using GeoSLAM Draw can be found on the GeoSLAM
Academy (https://geoslam.com/academy/).
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Other
Rename
The Rename function allows the user to rename a dataset from the default naming convention
(yyyy-mm-dd_hh-mm-ss) to a user defined named.
To rename a dataset:
1. Select -> Other -> Rename. This will open the rename dataset dialog (Figure 37).
2. Input -> user defined name for dataset.
3. Select -> OK, to continue.

Figure 37. Rename dataset dialog.

Users must ensure that no processes are running before renaming a project.

Delete
The user can permanently delete any dataset directly from the GeoSLAM Hub interface.
To delete a dataset:
1. Select -> Other -> Delete. This will open the delete dataset dialog (Figure 38).
2. Select ->
a. Yes, Delete, to permanently delete the dataset, or
b. No, to cancel the deletion and return to the interface.

Figure 38. Delete dataset dialog.
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Reprocess
The reprocessing options are useful for data that contains drift or slip or other processing
artefacts that have been identified by the user. Drift and slip can be caused due to an
inconsistent scanning method, or if the scanned area does not contain significant features for
more 10m, for example smooth tunnels or an open field. Using reprocessing helps to solve
data inconsistency in most cases. There are a several different parameters that can be altered
when reprocessing, separated into Local and Global.



Local parameters define the local SLAM processing options and can generally help
resolved the majority of data instances containing drift.
Global parameters define the Global SLAM processing options and can generally help
resolved issues where the data capture method was inconsistent and when the start
and finish of the acquisition was in different places.

Local Processing Parameters
To alter the local processing parameters.
8. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options dialog (Figure
39).
9. Scroll -> Local
10. Users have the option to alter:
a. Convergence threshold.
b. Window size.
c. Voxel density.
d. Rigidity
e. Maximum Range (Metres).
f. Modify Bounding Box.
g. Large Range Filter Slope
h. Prioritise laser constraints.
i. Optimise laser position.
j. End processing early.
11. Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
12. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is complete.
13. Select -> View to open GS View. Analyse the data to determine the effect of altering
the processing parameters.
14. Repeat these steps until either the issues is resolved or until no further improvements
can be made.

A detailed description of the Local processing parameters is provided in Table 10
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Figure 39. Processing Options (Local) dialog.

Global Processing Parameters
To alter the Global processing parameters.
1. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options dialog (Figure
40).
2. Scroll -> Global.
3. Users have the option to alter:
a. Prioritise planar surfaces.
b. Start/Finish – closed loop.
c. Convergence threshold.
d. Rigidity
4. Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is complete.
6. Select -> View to open GS View. Analyse the data to determine the effect of altering
the processing parameters.
7. Repeat these steps until either the issues is resolved or until no further improvements
can be made.

A detailed description of the Global processing parameters is provided in Table 11.
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Local Registration Options
Convergence threshold increases the number of times the SLAM
algorithm will try to match the data within an overlapping area. In scans
which exhibit signs of drift, increasing convergence threshold can reduce
Convergence the drift in the final datasets.
Threshold
Convergence value is a key parameter to alter when undertaking any
data reprocessing and is typically altered in conjunction with window size.
Increasing this parameter will increase the amount of memory required
and the overall processing time. Range 0 to 5 (default 0).
Increasing this parameter causes the algorithm to take larger samples of
data for each processing step. This may help bridge slips that occur
Window Size during the local registration phase. Increasing this parameter will
increase the amount of memory required and the overall processing time.
Range 0 to 5 (default 0).
Voxel density controls the size of the voxels (cubes that data is divided
into) that SLAM uses. Increasing voxel density decreases the size of the
Voxel
voxels. Increasing voxel density will enable more detail to be detected at
Density
close range and used during the SLAM processing.
Increasing this parameter will increase the amount of memory required
and the overall processing time. Range -1 to +3 (default 0).
Rigidity controls the weighting between the IMU and LiDAR data in the
processing algorithm. In areas where there may not be many significant
features (e.g. around buildings, corridors or tunnels) it is recommended to
increase the weighting on the IMU position (increase Rigidity parameter).
Rigidity
If the data has been acquired while moving very quickly e.g. when moving
up and down stairs , then to avoid IMU inaccuracies then weighting
should be increased to the laser point data (decrease Rigidity
parameter).
As a default weights are set equal. Range -5 to +5 (default 0).
Maximum
Maximum range limits the range of the scan data that is used within the
Range
SLAM algorithm and also in an exported final point cloud.
(Metres)
The user can change the default bound box used to eliminate the
operator (or a platform the scanner is mounted on) from the scan. By
default, the bounding box is set to eliminate human operator from the
Modify
scan. All points inside the bounding box are ignored
Bounding
Increase the bound box size to eliminate more points around the scanner,
Box
in a case of UAV, cradle or other system, on which the scanner is
mounted. If narrow spaces are scanned, reducing the bounding box will
include the points at the closer range (points close to the scanner).
By default, the processing algorithm filters and discards outlier points, i.e.
those points that do not appear to be part of a continuous surface. This
Large Range
enables “edge effect” points to be removed creating a cleaner data set.
Filter Slope
In sparse environments (e.g. outdoors/forestry) this can result in
significant removal of points.
This parameter is disabled by default. When enabled it will process
Prioritize
REVO RT data by focusing more the laser information. For REVO RT
laser
data which has significant drift or duplications enabling this parameter
constraints should improve the result. This will have best impact on longer, more
complex captures.
Optimize
This option can be used only on ZEB Horizon datasets. It optimises the
laser
transform between mount and the laser. For Discovery Users that should
position
be ticked on and used to process their data. It will calculate mount laser
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End
processing
early

Local Registration Options
offset that is used for camera calibration. Enabling this setting, in some
cases, can reduce instances of ‘ghosting’ in Horizon scans.
This option can be used in case of the slip or drift at the end of the scan.
Users can insert time after which the processing will finish and everything
that was captured after that certain time will be ignored. Start/Finished
closed loop has to be unticked when using this option.
Table 10. Local SLAM processing parameters.

Figure 40. Processing Options (Global and Draft Options) dialog.

Global Registration Options
Selecting this option will cause the algorithm to only match very
planar surfaces during the global registration phase. This can
Prioritise Planar
help improve the global registration of very large data sets
Surfaces
assuming there are sufficient planar surfaces at the points
where there is loop closure.
The default for this setting is enabled. Disable this setting if the
end of the scan is not in the same location as the start. This
Start/Finish Closed
checkbox, when checked by default will force the start and end
Loop
points to be pulled together before the start of the Global
registration.
Increasing this parameter increases the maximum number of
iterations for each processing step and reduces the
Convergence
convergence threshold during the local registration phase.
Threshold
Increasing this parameter may fix some processing errors (at
the expense of processing time). Range 0 to 5 (default 0).
Increasing this parameter will cause the algorithm to be more
“rigid” during the global registration phase. The algorithm will
be more influenced by the raw IMU data and less influenced by
laser point data when estimating the trajectory.
Rigidity
Reducing this parameter has the opposite effect.
The algorithm will be more influenced by the laser point data
than
the raw inertial data from the IMU. Range -5 to +5 (default 0).
Table 11. Global SLAM processing parameters.
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Draft Mode.
Draft Mode allows the user the ability to generates a quick preview output to confirm that
sufficient coverage of the proposed area of interest was captured. Draft Mode reduces the
time taken to process data but will also produce a less accurate result with no 3D viewer.

To enable draft mode:
1. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. This will open the Processing Options dialog (Figure
40).
2. Scroll -> Draft Options.
3. Check -> Draft Mode.
4. Select -> Process, to begin reprocessing of the data.
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when data processing is
complete.

Changing these parameters may help to resolve artefacts in the data. However, if
after attempting these steps then data artefacts are still present in the data, please
contact support@geoslam.com.
If our data capture recommendations have not been followed, a rescan may be
required.
Add Video
If the ZEB-Cam has been used during capture together with either the ZEB Horizon or the
ZEB Revo, video data will be recorded to the SD card located in the camera (for more
information please see ZEB-CAM User Manual). Video data can be utilised for 2 purposes:
1. Synchronising video with scan data for visual data inspection in GeoSLAM Hub Viewer.
2. Colourising the pointcloud.
To add Video:
Select -> Other -> Add Video. This will open the Add Video dialog (Figure 41).
Select -> CHOOSE VIDEO and browse to the folder containing the raw video file.
Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
Processing will automatically start.
a. Data file is copied to the processing directory.
b. Data file imported into the dataset.
c. Colourisation processing.
d. Save colourised pointcloud file
e. Save individual frames as image files in a newly created \thumbnails folder in
the processing directory.
10. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.
11. The output of colourisation can be viewed in the GeoSLAM HUB Viewer.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Figure 41. Add Video dialog.

ZEB Revo-RT
Since, the ZEB Revo-RT creates a real-time pointcloud solution the data must be reprocessed
in GeoSLAM Hub before video can be added.
1. Import ZEB Revo data file into GeoSLAM Hub.
2. Select -> Other -> Reprocess. Only once the reprocess sequence has completed
can the video be added.
3. Select -> Other -> Add Video, to open the Add Video dialog (Figure 32).
4. Select -> CHOOSE VIDEO and browse to the folder containing the raw video file.
5. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
6. Processing will automatically start.
a. Data file is copied to the processing directory.
b. Data file imported into the dataset.
c. Colourisation processing.
d. Save colourised pointcloud file
e. Save individual frames as image files in a newly created \thumbnails folder in
the processing directory.
7. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.
8. The output of colourisation can be viewed in the GeoSLAM HUB Viewer.

Add Pano Images
For users who have purchased the ZEB Pano accessory, this option allows the user to add
panoramic images to the project.
To add panoramic images:
1. Select -> Other -> Add PANO Images. This will open the Add PANO images dialog
(Figure 42).
2. Select -> CHOOSE PANO IMAGES and browse to the folder containing the raw
panoramic image file(s).
3. Select -> Open, to continue.
4. Select -> Import, to add the images to the project (Figure 43).
5. A pop-up window will be displayed in the status bar when export is complete.
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Figure 42. Add Pano images dialog.

Figure 43. Pano Image processing.

CONFIG tab

Selecting the CONFIG tab will display the secondary interface window for the software
where the user will be able to access Support Tools and Advanced Options for the program
(Figure 44).

Figure 44. CONFIG tab.
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Log Files

GeoSLAM Hub automatically collects data in different log files. These logs can be exported
(in ascii TXT file format). If users encounter an issue whilst using GeoSLAM Hub, our support
team may ask to review these files to help diagnose the problem.
To export log files.
1. Select -> Log level. The user has the option to export:
a. Errors only.
b. Errors and warnings.
c. Moderate detail (default).
d. Lots of detail.
e. Everything.
2. Select -> Save Log Files. This will open a Windows Explorer dialog.
3. Browse -> folder to save location.
4. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
5. A windows popup will be displayed to confirm the log file save location and file name.

Logs will be stored file as a compressed file (ZIP format) with the file name in the format:


geoslam-desktop-logs-yyyy-mm-ddThh-mm-ss.

Advanced Options

The Advanced options menus (Figure 45) provides access to a series of options that can be
used to modify the behaviour of the program.

Figure 45. Advanced Options.
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Data Folder

The Data Folder option allows the user to set a specific directory on the processing
computer where projects will be created, and processed datasets stored. By default, the
program will use:


C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\geoslam-data

To modify the default processing folder:
1. Select -> Advanced options -> Data Folder -> SET FOLDER. This will open the
Set the GeoSLAM HUB dataset folder dialog (Figure 46).
2. Select -> … (browse). This will open a Windows Explorer dialog.
3. Select -> Select Folder, to continue.
4. Select -> OK, to continue. This will open the Confirm New Dataset Folder dialog
(Figure 47).
5. Select -> Confirm and Restart, to continue.
6. GeoSLAM Hub will automatically restart and use the assigned folder for new datasets.

Figure 46. Set the GeoSLAM HUB dataset folder dialog

Figure 47. Confirm New Dataset Folder dialog.

User can use the Open Folder icon to open a Windows Explorer window to
quickly display the contents of the dataset folder.
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Setup GeoSLAM Draw

This option allows the user to modify the path to the GeoSLAM Draw pointcloud converter
executable.
To alter the path:
1. Select -> Setup GeoSLAM Draw -> CONVERTOR EXECUTABLE. This will open a
Windows Explorer dialog.
2. Browse -> location of the LsdConverter.exe file.
3. Select -> Open, to continue.

Users should only alter this setting under the guidance of the GeoSLAM support
team.

Reset Interface

This option allows the user to reset the interface configuration to their default values. To
reset the interface:
1. Select -> Reset Interface -> Reset Interface. This will open a confirmation dialog.
2. Select -> OK, to continue.

The user must manually restart the program to apply the reset.
Users should only alter this setting under the guidance of the GeoSLAM support
team.

Refresh Entitlements

This tool is used to download the latest version of the software licence from the GeoSLAM
licence server. This process may be necessary if the GeoSLAM support team have remotely
applied modifications to the current user licence.
To refresh the license entitlement:
1. Select -> Refresh Entitlements -> Refresh Entitlements.
2. If the computer is connected to the internet, an update bar will display.

Users must be connected to the internet to use this option.
Users should only alter this setting under the guidance of the GeoSLAM support
team.

Override Default Processing Options

This option allows the user to modify the default processing parameters for the



ZEB Horizon.
Zeb Revo.

This option can be used if users develop a workflow specific to their working practice, e.g.
always set Draft Mode, set max scanner range etc.
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To override the default processing options:
1. Select -> either
a. CONFIGURE HORIZON, or
b. CONFIGURE REVO.
2. This will open the Default processing override option dialog (Figure 48).
3. Alter the required parameter(s).
4. Select -> SAVE, to continue.

Figure 48. Default processing override option dialog.

If the user chooses to alter any of the default processing parameters, they can return the
settings to their default values at any time. To reset the processing parameters:
1. Select -> either,
a. RESET HORIZON, or
b. RESET REVO.

Figure 49. Reset to default processing options.

In the default processing options state, the reset buttons will not be selectable.
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Figure 50. Reset processing options icon is not selectable when defaults are set.

SLAM processing

Multiple datasets can be imported into the interface at any one time. GeoSLAM Hub supports
process queueing that allows the user to set the number of concurrent datasets that will be
processed. This option is useful for users who have a large number of datasets to process.
To set the number of simultaneous SLAM processes:
1.

Select -> SLAM Processing -> integer value.

The user can select values from 0 to 128.

Setting the SLAM processing value to 0 will disable process queueing. All new
datasets imported will be processed simultaneously.

STATUS tab

The STATUS tab (Figure 51) provides the user with the ability to activate / deactivate licenses
relating to GeoSLAM Hub installation, as well as providing license details. These details
include the user type, maintenance expiry date and licensed processing models e.g. ZEB
Pano.

GeoSLAM Hub provides the user with the ability to use a single GeoSLAM Hub licence across
multiple processing computers with a single license using the Activate / Deactivate feature.

There is no limit to the number of times a single licence can be installed, however
the number of computers that can simultaneously process data is limited by the
number of seats configured with the license at the time of purchase.
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Figure 51. STATUS tab.

License Activation

Users have the ability to undertake an Online or Offline activation.

It is strongly recommended that users use the online activation method.

Online Activation

To complete online activation:
1. Select -> STATUS -> Install License. This will open the license Activation Form
(Figure 52).
2. From the activation form:
a. Enter -> Activation Code -> user unique software activation code. This code
can be found on the software certificate that is stored on the USB flash drive
supplied with the product.
b. Enter -> Company -> user defined company name.
c. Enter -> First Name -> First name of contact at company.
d. Enter -> Last Name -> Last name of contact at company.
e. Enter -> Email -> email address for the primary contact at the company.
f. Select -> Country -> from the dropdown list select the country where the
company is located.
g. Select -> Primary Usage -> from the dropdown list select the primary usage of
the product:
i. Survey
ii. Construction
iii. Engineering
iv. Facilities Management
v. Other
h. Select -> Please click here to read out data protection policy to review
GeoSLAM’s data protection policy.
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Check -> Contact me about marketing, product and company updates to
confirm that the user wishes to receive further communications from
GeoSLAM.
3. Select -> PROCEED, to continue.
i.

Figure 52. GeoSLAM Hub license Activation Form.

4. If a valid activation code has been entered, then the license type and activation code
will be displayed (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Status window following a successful activation.

Offline Activation

Whilst users have the option to activate the product on a computer that does not have internet
access this is not recommended.
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For more information and detailed instruction for offline activation please contact
support@geoslam.com.

License Deactivation

To transfer the license to a separate computer:
1. Select -> DEACTIVATE. This will open a confirmation dialog (Figure 54).
2. Select -> Yes, to continue.

Figure 54. License deactivation confirmation dialog.

3. The software will then attempt to contact the GeoSLAM license server and deactivate
the current license (Figure 55).

Figure 55. License deactivation.
4. If the license has been successfully deactivated, the license status will more from
ACTIVE to INACTIVE (Figure 56).

To reactivate a license:
1. Select -> INACTIVE -> ACTIVATE.
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2. The software will then attempt to contact the GeoSLAM license server and reactivate
the license.

Figure 56. ACTIVE vs INACTIVE license status as displayed in the STATUS tab

License Details

If an activate license is present in the system, the user has the ability to view the license
details and to which scanner the license is bound.
To view the license details and scanner details:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select -> License Details.
Select -> Scanners.
Information will be display as shown in Figure 57.
Select -> X, to close the information window.

Figure 57. License and Scanner details.
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Panel 3 – Status Bar

The status bar (Figure 58) provides the user with information regarding the software version,
internet connectivity, connectivity to the geoslam server and the notifications panel. Details of
the icons displayed on the Status Bar are provide in Table 12.

.
Figure 58. Status Bar components.

Item

Icon

1

Or

2

or

3

or

4
5
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Feature

Description

When GeoSLAM Hub launches the
License Check program checks whether a valid license is
present.
Internet
Connectivity
Access to
GeoSLAM
server
System
Notifications

Confirms whether the processing
computer has internet connectivity.
Connectivity to GeoSLAM. If the “no
connectivity” icon is displayed, this icon is
not active.
Notification Centre. Displays a log of the
summary notifications that have been
displayed in the current session.

Software
Details the software version number.
version
Table 12. Status Bar descriptions.
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Part 5 – GeoSLAM Viewer

GeoSLAM Hub contains a built-in data viewer that allows user to examine the processed
pointcloud and video data, display different floor information and add annotations. Opening
GS View will display the viewer (Figure 59). The viewer is divided into 3 areas:
1. Menu bar.
2. Viewer window.
3. Interface Control.

Figure 59. GS View.

Details of these distinct areas is given in Table 2. Detailed descriptions for each of the 3
panels of the interface are described below.
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Number

Item

Description
Allows users to view / add / edit annotations.
Floor view
Snap to Isometric view

1

Menu
bar
Snap to Left, Right, Front, Rear, Top and Bottom view

Open controls window (if closed)

2

3

Version 1.1

Rotate -> Holding down the left mouse button and
dragging will rotate the comparison scan.
Pan View -> Holding down the right mouse button will
Viewer
pan the view.
Zoom View -> Mouse Wheel Fwd and Rev.
Change Rotation Pivot Point -> Double-Click.
Bounding Box –> Double-Click black bounding box.
Number of Slide bar allows the users to increase / decrease the
Points
number of points displayed in the viewer.
Select -> Checkbox to enable the real-time shading
filter. This is used to enhance small features on blank
clouds.
Radius -> Increases thickness of an outline of each
Lighting
point. Can be applied to any of the point colour
options chosen by the user.
Strength -> Increases the contrast of displayed point
cloud. Can be applied to any of the point colour
options chosen by the user.
Display pointcloud in different colour.
 RGB - If ZEB CAM video has been added to
the data.
Controls
 Intensity – for ZEB HORIZON datasets,
intensity displayed in greyscale
Point
 Intensity Grad- for ZEB HORIZON datasets,
Colour
intensity displayed in gradient colour scheme
(helps to identify features such as powerlines).
 Elevation – data displayed based on elevation
(helps to identify objects such as houses, lamp
posts or bridges)
Solid – one colour assigned to all points
Changes background of the Viewer between
 GRAD
Background
 BLACK
 WHITE
 NONE
Table 13. Program Interface components.
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Panel 1 – Menu bar
Add Note

The Add Note function allows users to view / add / edit annotations to the pointcloud data.
To start the Note function:
1. Select -> Note icon (Figure 60). This will open the note list (Figure 61). The note list
will display all the current notes in the project and allow the user to:
a. Create new notes.
b. Show note names and locations in the viewer.
c. Edit or delete existing notes.

Figure 60. ADD NOTE function.

Figure 61. Add Note dialog.
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A description of the features is given in Table 14.

Icon

Function
High / Show
notes
Add new note

Description
Allows the users to select where notes are displayed in
the viewer.
Creates a new note and opens the note information
dialog.

Edit Note

Opens the note information dialog

Delete Note

Deletes the note from the project.

Table 14. Description of the note list functions

To add a new note:
1. Select -> Viewer.
a. Click -> position to place the note.
2. Select -> Note icon, to open the note list.
3. Select -> Add Note. This will open the note description dialog (Figure 62).
a. Enter -> Title -> note name that will be display in the list and viewer.
b. Enter -> Description -> user defined notes concerning the note.
c. Select -> SUBMIT, to continue.

Figure 62. Note description dialog.
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4. If the show notes slider is active, the new note will be identified in the viewer ().

Figure 63. Example note as displayed in the viewer.

To edit an existing note:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select -> Note icon, to open the note list.
Select -> Note to edit.
Select -> Edit icon, to open the note description dialog.
Update note.
Select -> SUBMIT, to continue.

Floor Viewer

When processing data the software will automatically identify floors in the data. The Floor
View function in the viewer provides a quick view tool to display the 2D floor plans.

To view the 2D floor plans.
1. Select -> Floor View icon, to open the floor plan list (Figure 64).
2. Select -> floor to view from the floor plan list. A 2-D floor plan will be shown in the
viewer (Figure 65).
3. Select -> 3D icon, to switch from 2D to 3D mode.
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Figure 64. Floor plan viewer.

Figure 65. 2D floor plan view

Panel 2 – Viewer

The viewer window allows the user to interact with the processed pointcloud and imagery data.
Within the viewer, the user can:




Alter the view display extents to hide areas of data, using the bounding box tool.
View raw imagery.
View video capture data.
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Bounding Box

The bounding box allows the user to alter the viewable area of the data.
To activate the bounding box:
1. Select -> black bounding box in the viewer. When active the bounding box turns from
black to yellow.
2. Select -> coloured dots to alter the extents of the bounding box.
a. Select and Hold -> Green dot, to alter the x-axis extents.
b. Select and Hold -> Red dot, to alter the y-axis extents.
c. Select and Hold -> Blue dot, to alter the z-axis extents.
3. Select -> coloured straight lines to pan the bounding box.
a. Select and Hold -> Green line, to pan the bounding box along the x-axis.
b. Select and Hold -> Red line, to pan the bounding box along the y-axis.
c. Select and Hold -> Blue line, to pan the bounding box along the z-axis.
4. Select -> coloured curved lines to rotate the bounding box.
a. Select and Hold -> Green line, to rotate the bounding box around the x-axis.
b. Select and Hold -> Red line, to rotate the bounding box around the y-axis.
c. Select and Hold -> Blue line, to rotate the bounding box around the z-axis.

Figure 66. Altering the extents and position of the bounding box.

Imagery Display

If video imagery has been captured and processed together with the pointcloud data this
imagery can be displayed in the viewer. Selecting any position on the viewer will highlight all
the positions along the trajectory that the chosen position can be viewed in the imagery.

To view the imagery:
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1. Click -> user defined point in the pointcloud. The viewer will display all the images
along the trajectory that can see the selected point. The image locations are identified
by a red arrow (Figure 67).
2. Video stills that are identified are displayed on the lower edge of the viewer.

Figure 67. Viewer display showing the position (red arrows) and images (bottom edge) that
are focused on the user defined (yellow circle) position in the pointcloud.

By moving the mouse to hover over an image the view will automatically orient such that the
display will show a first-person view of the pointcloud (Figure 68).
To view the video footage associated with an image:
1. Select -> image. This will open the media player (Figure 69).

Figure 68. First-person view of the pointcloud from the position and orientation of the
highlighted image.
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Figure 69. Media player to view the video imagery.

Panel 3 – Controls

The controls panel (Figure 70) provides the user with options to alter the display settings for
the viewer. These include the ability to:





Increase / decrease the number of scan points to display.
Alter lighting options
Alter the colouring the data points.
Alter the background colour.

Figure 70. Viewer display controls.

Number of Points

To alter the number of visible points in the viewer:
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1. Select and Hold -> Number of Points -> adjust the slide control.
a. Move the slider to the left to display minimum number points in the viewer
(Figure 71 left).
b. Move the slider to the right to display maximum number points in the viewer
(Figure 71 right).

Figure 71. Pointcloud (displayed by intensity) showing minimum points vs maximum points.

Lighting

The lighting option enable the real-time shading filter. This function is useful to enhance small
features on blank clouds.
To enable lighting function:
1. Check -> Lighting -> checkbox (Figure 72).
2. The user can alter both the radius and strength effects of the filter to adjust the view.

Figure 72. Lighting effects can be used to enhance small features in the pointcloud.

Point Colour

The point colour tool allows the user to view the pointcloud data coloured by varying options.
The user can choose:


RGB - If ZEB CAM video has been added to the data.
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Intensity – for ZEB HORIZON datasets, intensity displayed in greyscale.
Intensity Grad- for ZEB HORIZON datasets, intensity displayed in gradient colour
scheme (helps to identify features such as powerlines).
Elevation – data displayed based on elevation (helps to identify objects such as
houses, lamp posts or bridges).
Solid – one colour assigned to all points.

To set the point colour:
1. Select -> Point Colour -> user selected option (Figure 73).

Figure 73. Pointclouds coloured by RBG (top left), Intensity (top right), elevation relative to
origin (bottom left) and a solid colour( bottom right).

Background

The users has the option to alter the background colour in the viewer. To change the
background colour:
1. Select -> Background -> user selected option.
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Flag for Support

If you encounter a problem during data processing using GeoSLAM HUB and you have an up
to date support and maintenance subscription you can upload the problem data set to the
GeoSLAM Cloud processing server using the ZEB Uploader application.

After uploading to the Cloud server, a Flag Data icon can be activated to alert GeoSLAM
support team that there is a problem with the data set. Problem data sets are investigated
during regular UK office hours. A member of the GeoSLAM support team will contact you by
email and advise why the error occurred and whether it has been possible to fix the data set.

To use the Uploader application, you must first have a user account on the GeoSLAM
processing server. If you need help with installing this application or setting up a user account
contact support@geoslam.com
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